Product Overview

VerityData | inFilings
Search, discover, & monitor company disclosures.

Accelerate research with inFilings, the platform that helps institutional
investors focus on the most meaningful developments across a
wide range of public disclosures.
Crystal-Clear Public Filings

Differentiated Data & Analysis

• 10-K/10-Qs

• SPACs & IPOs

• Transcripts

• Critical Audit Matters

• Proxies

• Press Releases

• Peer Groups
• Risk Factors

Accelerate Analysis
Alerts and heatmaps help you speed analysis.
Like when a new legal proceeding is disclosed.
Dive into details with a click.

Discover Changes Sooner
Compare any section of a filing with help
from industry-leading redlines (pictured).
Get up to speed quickly with comparisons
side-by-side and over 5 years.
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Search & Find Fast
Powerful search connects you to exactly what
you’re looking for. Search synonyms gather
everything on a specific topic. Limit searches
to specific disclosure or filing types.

Monitor Effortlessly
Prioritize tickers that need attention.
Visualize trends across the portfolio.
Generate ideas quickly— across earnings,
proxy, 8-Ks, and more.

Save Time With Summaries
Receive daily 8-Ks digest and IPO summaries
as well as weekly risk factor insights.
Access important activities with a click.

Trust the Data
Proprietary technology cleans, filters, and
structures data so you can analyze with
confidence. Whether you need intel on
10-Ks/10-Qs, IPOs & SPACs (pictured),
Proxies, Earnings Transcripts, and more.
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“

inFilings has been a huge plus for us in terms of the speed at which it helps us analyze
vast quantities of SEC data. Both VerityData products are ingrained into not only our
big-picture work but also our day-to-day workflow. We are very happy customers.”
Trey Snow

Director of Research
The London Company

See It for Yourself

Discover how VerityData inFilings turns public data
like SEC filings, SPAC disclosures, and more into
differentiated insights.
Visit verityplatform.com/get-started for your demo.

About Verity
Verity is a leading provider of research management software, data and analytics delivered
through a comprehensive platform to provide best-in-class workflow, portfolio monitoring,
and idea generation solutions to more than 350 institutional investors globally. The platform
is the result of a strategic merger between MackeyRMS and InsiderScore, sponsored by
Resurgens Technology Partner. Between Mackey’s cloud-based research platform and
InsiderScore’s data and analytics, the merged company delivers a powerful Platform
combining data, analytics, and research management software solutions for investment
teams conducting fundamental research for actively managed client portfolios. The
company is headquartered in Boston, with offices in New York, Princeton, NJ, Seattle,
London, and Sydney. For more information, visit www.verityplatform.com.
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